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Key Points: 9 

 Gas data from eight NZ transformers from 2016-2019 were analysed to relate 10 

geomagnetic activity with the production of combustible gasses.  11 

 A statistical investigation was conducted analysing gas records alongside magnetic field 12 

and current measurements over the same period. 13 

 No link found between combustible gas production in these transformers and 14 

geomagnetic activity for this time period. 15 

  16 
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Abstract 17 

Space weather can have major impacts on electrical infrastructure. Multiple instances of transformer damage have 18 

been attributed to geomagnetic storms in recent decades, for example, the Hydro Quebec incident of 1989 and the 19 

November 2001 storm in New Zealand. While many studies exist on the impacts of geomagnetic storms on power 20 

transformers in New Zealand, no studies exist that employ Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) techniques to relate 21 

geomagnetic storms to transformer gassing. A relationship has been reported between geomagnetic activity and 22 

DGA for South Africa, while none was found in a recent study in Great Britain. This paper attempts to examine this 23 

research question by examining dissolved gas data across eight power transformers in different substations in New 24 

Zealand from 2016 to 2019. Case studies were conducted which analysed the DGA readings of each transformer 25 

alongside horizontal magnetic field component rate of change measurements at Eyrewell across six geomagnetic 26 

storms. These case studies were then augmented with an analysis of the entire dataset where magnetic field 27 

measurements were compared with individual gas rates to establish a correlation between gas production and 28 

geomagnetic activity. Analysis of the results of this study concluded that no link had been found between the 29 

production of combustible gasses in a transformer and geomagnetic activity during the observation period. However, 30 

we note our dissolved gas analysis was largely in a geomagnetically quieter period, which may limit our analysis. 31 

The production of combustible gasses is not correlated to geomagnetic storms for the time period and transformers 32 

analysed. 33 

 34 

Plain Language Summary 35 

Space weather (changes in the Earth’s magnetic field due to changes in the suns atmosphere) is well known to have 36 

major impacts on electrical infrastructure. Multiple incidents have been observed over recent decades which have 37 

been directly linked to space weather events, for example the Hydro Quebec incident of 1989 and the November 38 

2001 storm in New Zealand. In this study the impacts of space weather on power station transformers in New 39 

Zealand was analysed. Data on transformer health for eight different transformers was compared to magnetic field 40 

activity from 2016 to 2019 to look for evidence of transformer damage due to solar storms. Case studies were 41 

analysed across six different storms using dissolved gas analysis, which looks at the gas levels inside a transformer 42 

to determine its condition. Following the case studies general trends in the data were analysed. From our analysis we 43 

concluded that no link had been found between space weather and transformer damage during the observation 44 

period. This was likely due to the quiet nature of the sun’s atmosphere at the time. 45 

1 Introduction 46 

Power transformers play a crucial role in AC power transmission systems. Outages of power transformers can 47 

significantly impact electricity supply, causing regional outages or even full-scale blackouts. Studies by Ferguson et 48 

al. (2000) found a strong correlation between electricity use and wealth creation; therefore, it is apparent that 49 

maintaining a stable supply is critical for modern society.  50 

 51 

Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) arise from space weather and can flow in the Earth’s surface. These 52 

currents are quasi-DC in nature, with frequencies ranging from 0.1mHz to 1Hz (Pulkkinen, 2003). These quasi-DC 53 

currents can cause half-cycle saturation in transformers, leading to harmonic distortion, voltage instability, 54 

overheating, and in some instances, total failure (IEEE, 2015; Røen, 2016). The susceptibility of a transformer to 55 

GIC is dependent on its construction, such as the winding layout and the geometry of the core (Girgis et al., 2002). 56 

 57 

There are multiple instances of transformer damage arising from GIC. The most significant event as of writing was 58 

the March 1989 solar storm, where a large solar storm in the Northern Hemisphere caused a total blackout of the 59 

Hydro Quebec power grid lasting at least 9 hours in duration (Béland & Small, 2005). The effects of this storm were 60 

also seen in the United Kingdom, where two power transformers were damaged as a result of the solar storm 61 

(Erinmez et al., 2002). In New Zealand, a solar storm impacted the South Island in November 2001, causing a static 62 

VAR compensator to trip at Islington substation. Following the tripping of the SVC, a voltage collapse occurred, 63 

causing a power transformer supplying Dunedin city to fail within one minute. Upon inspection of the transformer, it 64 

was found that internal flashover was the root cause of the failure, and the transformer was beyond repair, incurring 65 

around NZD 2 million worth of damage (Béland & Small, 2005; Marshall et al., 2012). In a United Nations report 66 

severe space weather events were identified as a major threat to critical infrastructure and the global economy with 67 

the largest potential impacts arising from GIC in electrical power networks. It was highlighted that this could lead to 68 

infrastructure damage, loss of services reliant on electricity and in the extreme cases loss of life (United Nations, 69 
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2017). Oughton et al. (2017) assessed the potential economic impact an extreme space weather event could have and 70 

found that the United States could lose between USD 6.2 to 42 billion in GDP daily with 8% to 66% of the 71 

population being without power. It is apparent from these examples that the risk that space weather poses to the grid 72 

is not to be taken lightly. 73 

 74 

Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is a non-intrusive method of monitoring a transformer's condition that is widely used 75 

by asset owners to monitor transformer health. The techniques outlined by IEEE (2008) and the IEC (1999) consist 76 

of analysing various gases to determine the transformer condition where the composition of gases can be used to 77 

determine the fault type. This analysis is based on the fact that as heating occurs in a transformer, its insulation starts 78 

to break down and release combustible gases. Low energy thermal faults involving oil decomposition typically 79 

involve significant amounts of Ethylene being released and small quantities of Hydrogen and Ethane. Thermal faults 80 

involving cellulose typically involve large amounts of Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide. High energy faults 81 

involving partial discharge are associated with large amounts of Hydrogen and Methane with small quantities of 82 

Ethane and Ethylene. Arcing faults generally involve large amounts of Hydrogen and Acetylene with minor amounts 83 

of Methane and Ethylene.  84 

 85 

Various empirical methods have been developed to determine the fault type in a transformer, including Duval’s 86 

Triangle (Duval, 2008) and the Key Gas Ratio (IEEE, 2008). The Low Energy Degradation Triangle (LEDT), 87 

developed by Moodley & Gaunt (2012), proposed a method that analysed key gases associated with low energy 88 

faults, namely Hydrogen, Methane and Carbon Monoxide. The composition of these gases is combined into a 89 

triangular representation to represent the transformer condition. This method is particularly suited to analysing low-90 

energy faults and can indicate the onset of transformer degradation as opposed to Duval’s Triangle, which is useful 91 

for determining the cause of existing faults. The LEDT method is well suited for analysing the impact of GICs and 92 

has been used in previous studies by Gaunt and Coetzee et al. (2007) and Lewis et al. (2022).  93 

 94 

DGA can be used to detect the onset of a fault or diagnose a fault that has already occurred and, as such, has been 95 

reported to be useful for monitoring the effects of space weather on large power grid transformers. Gaunt & Coetzee 96 

(2007) investigated power transformers in South Africa using DGA alongside practical measurements of GIC and 97 

found that GIC may be a significant cause of transformer failures. During the November 2003 solar storm, DGA 98 

records from a sample of twelve different South African power transformers showed a sharp change at the onset of 99 

the storm, with two of the transformers having gas ratios that were consistent with low-temperature thermal 100 

degradation. Following the solar storm, a transformer at Lethabo power station tripped on the 17 November 101 

followed by a transformer at Matimba power station tripping on 23 November following a severe storm on 20 102 

November. In June 2004 three more of the transformers in the study had to be taken out of service with high levels 103 

of DGA. Upon inspection of the failed transformers damage to the paper insulation was observed which was 104 

consistent with the DGA diagnosis.  105 

 106 

In contrast, Lewis et al. (2022) assessed the impacts of geomagnetic storms on 13 power station transformers in the 107 

United Kingdom using the Low Energy Degradation Triangle method along with a Superposed Epoch Analysis over 108 

multiple storm events from 2010 to 2015. The LEDT analysis found that out of the 98 storms analysed 63% of the 109 

LEDTs showed operation outside of the normal region. However, the deviation away from the normal region did not 110 

appear to be linked to GIC. Superposed Epoch Analysis found that no upwards trend existed in the gas levels of the 111 

transformers studied following the onset of each solar storm in that study. Analysis of the gas dataset as a whole 112 

found no indication that increasing gas production rates correspond to higher levels of geomagnetic activity. The 113 

results of this analysis found no evidence of space weather impacts on the transformers studied. The author noted 114 

that these results were likely due to the relatively quiet period of the sun during the analysis period and the 115 

modernity of the transformers studied, but might also be impacted by the lack of GIC data, such that it was unclear if 116 

the transformers investigated might have high or low GIC levels. The author notes that the South African studies 117 

were conducted across multiple case studies during geomagnetically active conditions whereas the British studies 118 

were conducted using statistical methods during an extended period of quiet/moderate activity. 119 

 120 

While many studies exist on the impacts of GIC on power transformers in New Zealand (Mac Manus et al., 2022; 121 

Mukhtar et al., 2020; Rodger et al., 2020), few studies exist that employ DGA techniques to relate GIC magnitudes 122 

to transformer gassing. In the current study we attempt to address this research gap by examining DGA data from 123 

various power transformers in New Zealand. The study begins by looking at case studies of storms within the 124 

sampling period where the individual gases are analysed along with the Low Energy Degradation Triangle in order 125 
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to establish if geomagnetic activity relates to transformer gassing. Gas concentration levels and magnetic field 126 

readings are then analysed over the study's entire sampling period to establish a correlation between geomagnetic 127 

activity (dH/dt) and gassing rates.  128 

2 Data and Methods 129 

2.1 Gas Data 130 

New Zealand’s power network is owned and operated by Transpower New Zealand Limited. They have provided us 131 

with dissolved gas data for eight different transformers across New Zealand located in both the North and South 132 

Islands, as outlined in Table 1. The transformer configurations are either three-phase three-limb (3P3L) or single-133 

phase three-limb (1P3L). Transformers with a closed flux path around the core are known to be more susceptible to 134 

GIC so we expect the 1P3L transformers to be more vulnerable to GIC induced damage than the 3P3L (Røen, 2016). 135 

For the 3P3L units the tank contains all three windings and the oil is sampled from the upper valve, therefore the oil 136 

samples are common to all three phases. Note that some transformers have gas data that extends to 2022 however 137 

the analysis period only extends to 2019 due to the availability of magnetic field data. 138 

 139 

Figure 1 shows the approximate locations of the transformers studied. The analysis period ranges from 2016 to 140 

2019; however, some transformers have shorter analysis periods due to maintenance or decommissioning of the 141 

monitoring equipment. Key gases are recorded for each transformer, including Hydrogen (H2), Carbon Monoxide 142 

(CO), Acetylene (C2H2), Ethylene (C2H4) and Ethane (C2H6), which are sampled every four hours. Transpower use a 143 

range of DGA monitoring devices from different manufacturers to achieve this measurement. Due to digital 144 

sampling, there is quantisation noise present in the data. In order to reduce the effect of this quantisation noise the 145 

moving average of the gas data were taken with a window size of 30 samples (5 days) for each transformer. Shorter 146 

window lengths were tried but they were found to be insufficient to remove the quantisation noise. This large 147 

window size should not affect the outcome of the data analysis as dissolved gas analysis looks at long-term trends in 148 

gas levels. It is also worth noting that large fluctuations in the gas data will still be captured in the moving average. 149 

  150 

Figure 2 shows the gas data for Roxburgh. As can be seen in Figure 2 the gas data for Roxburgh show an upwards 151 

trend in combustible gases with the greatest increase being observed in Carbon Monoxide, which is likely a natural 152 

by-product of insulation paper breakdown. Note that transformers normally produce gases as part of natural ageing 153 

so not all gas profiles are indicative of a fault (IEEE, 2008).  154 

 155 
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 156 
Figure 1. Approximate locations of the substations where DGA records were taken are indicated by the circles. The 157 

path of the High Voltage DC Link is indicated by the red solid line and the location of the magnetic observatory is 158 

indicated by the star.  159 

 160 

 161 

 162 

 163 

Table 1 

Summary of the transformers studied, their configuration and the date range for their dissolved gas records. 

Transformer Configuration Date Range 

Bromley 3P3L January 2016 – January 2022 

Roxburgh 3P3L August 2018 – February 2022 

Ashburton 3P3L January 2016 – July 2018 

Tarukenga 1P3L October 2016 – June 2018 

Tarukenga 2 1P3L January 2016 – September 2018 

Penrose 3P3L January 2016 – December 2017 

Kaitimako 3P3L January 2016 – August 2019 

Redclyffe 3P3L January 2016 – August 2019 
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 164 
 165 
Figure 2. Dissolved gas concentrations from 2018 to 2021 for Roxburgh. Time axis is in coordinated universal time 166 

and the date format is in DD/MM/YYYY. 167 

 168 

As can be seen by the circles in Figure 1 five of the transformers studied are located in the North Island and three in 169 

the South Island. To date the majority of space weather studies have been focused on the lower and mid-South 170 

Island as it has been presumed to be at a higher risk of GIC due to its closer proximity to the auroral zone than the 171 

North Island (Mukhtar et al., 2020), but also because the majority of GIC observations in New Zealand are located 172 

in the South Island. However, recent work has investigated the occurrence of even order Total Harmonic Distortion 173 

in New Zealand during geomagnetic disturbances (Rodger et al., 2020). Even harmonic distortion is produced by 174 

half cycle saturation due to DC currents such as GIC, and hence can provide evidence of GIC stressing transformers 175 

when no GIC measurements are available. The study of Rodger and co-workers examine harmonic distortion for two 176 

geomagnetic disturbances across both islands and found enhancements in both.  177 

 178 

2.3 Magnetic Data 179 

Magnetic field measurements for this study are taken at the Eyrewell magnetic observatory from 2016 to 2019. The 180 

star in Figure 1 shows the location of the observatory. This monitoring site was chosen as it has been used in 181 

previous space weather studies  (Mac Manus et al., 2022). The observations include absolute measurements of the 182 

X, Y and Z components of the Earth’s magnetic field. These are sampled using declination-inclination fluxgate 183 

magnetometers and a proton precession magnetometer at one-minute intervals at a resolution of 0.1 nT. Of interest 184 

to the study is the rate of change in the horizontal component (dH/dt), where the magnitude of H is calculated as 185 

follows. 186 

 187 

|𝐻| = √𝑋2 + 𝑌2 #(1)  

 188 

where X is the magnetic field aligned positive to geographic north and Y is the magnetic field aligned positive to 189 

geographic east. dH/dt is calculated by taking the difference between consecutive measurements. Note that the 190 
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method in Equation 1 used the magnitude of the magnetic field components rather than the gradient as the field 191 

direction does not change much with time, furthermore this method has been used in studies using the same dataset 192 

by Mac Manus et al. (2017) and Rodger et al. (2017). Figure 3 shows the rate of change of the magnetic field 193 

measurements over the entire sampling period. As can be seen in the graph, the magnetic field at Eyrewell in the 194 

time period we consider in our study is relatively quiet, with around two significant disturbances of over 30nT/min 195 

in magnitude and several smaller perturbations. In contrast, Rodger et al. (2017) examined peak GIC for 25 larger 196 

geomagnetic disturbances with thresholds >40 nT/min. 197 

 198 

 199 
 200 

Figure 3. Magnetic field observations from 2016 to 2019 as measured at the Eyrewell magnetic observatory at one-201 

minute time resolution. Time axis is in Coordinated Universal Time. 202 

 203 

For the purposes of the study, six geomagnetic disturbance events identified by Mac Manus et al. (2022) were 204 

selected to be analysed and presented in Table 2. These events are classified into two large events and four small 205 

disturbance events. The small disturbance events were identified to produce a maximum GIC of < 15A but > 1A for 206 

at least one transformer in the New Zealand power network. To give an overview of the long duration GIC the five 207 

and ten-minute mean GIC is provided. 208 

 209 

Table 2 

Geomagnetic disturbance events identified by Mac Manus et al. used in the study. 

Date Max 

dH/dt 

(nT/min) 

Max GIC 

(A) 

5 Minute 

Mean GIC 

(A) 

10 Minute 

Mean GIC 

(A) 

Local Time 

of Maximum 

GIC 

Classification 

14 October 2016 8.8 6.9 6.4 5.9 01:51 Small 

22 April 2017 18.7 13.5 7.5 5.4 21:30 Small 

08 September 2017 33.3 48.9 35.9 26.6 00:42 Large 

01 June 2018 5.4 6.7 4.8 3.8 22:05 Small 

26 August 2018 43.2 48.2 31.7 22.5 20:04 Large 

02 February 2019 3.8 3.4 2.7 2.1 22:15 Small 

 210 

2.4 Low Energy Degradation Triangle 211 

For determining the transformers condition the Low Energy Degradation Triangle (LEDT) was used. This method 212 

was developed by Moodley and Gaunt (2012) and has been used by Lewis et al. (2022) for detecting incipient 213 

transformer faults. This triangle uses three dissolved gases as the basis of condition assessment including hydrogen 214 

(H2), methane (CH4) and carbon monoxide (CO). In order to determine the transformers condition, the composition 215 

of these three gases are plotted on a ternary plot, where the concentration of carbon monoxide (%CO) is on the 216 

bottom axis, methane (%CH4) is on the left-hand axis, and hydrogen (%H2) is on the right-hand axis. The combined 217 

concentration of these gases are represented by a point on the plot that moves clockwise with increasing fault 218 
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energy. Faults have varying levels of energy associated with them. Low energy faults are typically associated with 219 

thermal degradation, partial discharge, and corona. In contrast, high energy faults are associated with arcing. As the 220 

fault energy increases the point on the triangle moves clockwise away from the lower left-hand vertex towards the 221 

right-hand vertex. The LEDT method indicates four regions of operation based on the position of the point on the 222 

triangle namely: The normal operation region, partial discharge and corona region, sparking region, and the high 223 

energy arcing region. Normal operation occurs when the combined concentration of hydrogen and methane are 20% 224 

or below with carbon monoxide dominating at 80% or above. Measurements occurring in this region indicates that 225 

the gas production in the transformer is likely due to paper and oil degradation from transformer losses, i.e. normal 226 

transformer aging. In the corona discharge region increasing amounts of hydrogen and methane are released with 227 

high levels of carbon monoxide.  When the carbon monoxide concentration goes below 60% partial discharge starts 228 

to occur with associated high levels of methane and hydrogen. This generally indicates the start of major insulation 229 

breakdown. Sparking occurs due to high voltage flashovers at low current resulting in increased levels of methane. 230 

The occurrence of sparking is indicated by the apex region of the triangle where the concentration of methane is 231 

80% or above. High energy arcing is associated with high currents and thus high temperatures producing high levels 232 

of hydrogen with small quantities of methane.  If paper insulation is also involved, there will also be significant 233 

amounts of carbon monoxide present. The high energy arcing region is indicated in the right-hand corner of the plot, 234 

where the carbon monoxide levels are 20% or below and the combined methane and hydrogen levels are 50% or 235 

below. 236 

 237 

It is of worth to note that the LEDT method is relatively new as of writing and has not been adopted into 238 

international standards (IEC, 1999; IEEE, 2008). Well established methods like Duval’s Triangle specify minimum 239 

gas levels for the diagnosis to be valid (Duval, 2008). Since the LEDT is used for diagnosing low energy faults it 240 

could be valid for low gas concentrations however this has not been established in the literature. Most of the 241 

transformers being studied have relatively low gas concentrations throughout the observation period and thus 242 

Duval’s Triangle would not be effective at detecting incipient faults. We believe that the LEDT method is an 243 

effective method for detecting GIC related faults as they develop and has been used in previous studies by Gaunt et 244 

al. (2017) and Lewis et al. (2022). 245 

 246 

For our study an LEDT was plotted for each of the eight transformers during their respective gas sampling periods. 247 

The points on the triangle were then compared to the magnetic field data to discern whether faulting has occurred 248 

after a geomagnetic storm, and also how the fault has evolved with time.  249 

 250 

2.5 Case Studies 251 

Multiple case studies were conducted during the large and small geomagnetic events listed in Table 2. For each case 252 

study, the individual gases in each transformer were analysed seven days before and after the storm's onset. From 253 

this analysis, it can be established whether the production of combustible gasses corresponds to an increase in 254 

geomagnetic activity. This case study comparison is detailed more 3.1-3.3, below.  255 

2.6 Correlations 256 

In addition to individual case studies, the dataset as a whole was analysed to establish if there is a correlation 257 

between raw gassing rates and geomagnetic activity. In the current study, the mean and maximum change in 258 

horizontal component of magnetic field over four hours at Eyrewell (dH/dt) was compared with the hourly rate of 259 

change of the six combustible gases. This was analysed for all eight transformers over the entire observation period 260 

of the dataset, which spans from 2016 to 2019. The gas rates were derived from the gas dataset by taking the 261 

difference between subsequent raw gas readings averaged over a four-hour period and scaling them to obtain the 262 

hourly rate of change. A four-hour period for obtaining the mean and maximum magnetic field readings was chosen 263 

to match the sampling rate of the gas readings. We discuss the results of this analysis in section 3.4. Note that the 264 

gas data were not averaged for this analysis, instead the raw data was used. 265 

 266 

  267 
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3 Results  268 

3.1 September 2017 Large Storm 269 

Figure 4 presents a case study during the September 2017 Geomagnetic Storm. This geomagnetic disturbance has 270 

been described in detail by Clilverd et al. (2018). Harmonic distortion was observed across New Zealand during this 271 

event (Rodger et al., 2020), and GIC was seen globally (Clilverd et al., 2021; Dimmock et al., 2019; Piersanti et al., 272 

2019). During the peak of the storm, the maximum change in horizontal component measured at Eyrewell was 33.3 273 

nT/min, with a maximum GIC of 48.9A being measured. As seen in Figure 4, the gas concentrations stay 274 

approximately constant during the entire observation period in the transformer at Tarukenga with the variation in 275 

Ethylene and Acetylene likely due to quantisation noise. The same trend was observed for the other transformers in 276 

the study. Note that the transformer at Roxburgh was excluded from this case study as gas data does not exist for 277 

this transformer during this storm period.  278 

 279 

Figure 5 shows the Low Energy Degradation Triangles for the transformers at Tarukenga (in this case Tarukenga 280 

transformer number 2) and Ashburton during the September 2017 storm; it can be seen that during this period, the 281 

points on the triangles show no movement and are within the normal operation region as the point on the triangle is 282 

in the lower left-hand corner indicating that a fault has not occurred during this period. Similar trends were observed 283 

for the remaining transformers. 284 

  285 

 286 
   287 

Figure 4. Dissolved gas concentrations at Tarukenga 2 [a] and change in the horizontal magnetic component at 288 

Eyrewell [b] for the September 2017 geomagnetic storm.  289 

 290 
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 291 

 292 
Figure 5. Low Energy Degradation Triangle for transformers at Tarukenga 2 [a] and Ashburton [b] during the 293 

September 2017 geomagnetic storm.  294 

3.2 August 2018 Large Storm 295 

Figure 6 shows the dissolved gas concentration and GIC at the transformer in Bromley, along with the change in the 296 

horizontal magnetic component at Eyrewell. It can be seen that the gas concentration and GIC are approximately 297 

constant with only minor perturbations over the observation period that were most likely due to noise. This indicates 298 

that the geomagnetic storm is likely not associated with transformer gassing. Similar trends were observed for the 299 

other transformers during this time period. 300 

 301 

Figure 7 depicts the Low Energy Degradation Triangle for the transformers at Bromley and Redclyffe, for this 302 

storm. Bromley shows signs of a high energy fault involving temperatures in excess of 300°C. High concentrations 303 

of Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen indicate that the fault may involve partial discharges in Cellulose. The LEDT 304 

for Redclyffe indicates the beginning of a low-temperature thermal fault in excess of 110°C. Analysis of the gas 305 

readings for Redclyffe during the storm period found that there was an increasing trend of Hydrogen, Methane, 306 

Ethane, and Carbon dioxide, indicating that the supposed faulting may involve the decomposition of oil. There is no 307 

indication, however, that these diagnoses are due to geomagnetic activity as there was no significant fluctuations in 308 

combustible gas levels observed during or after the geomagnetic storm and hence no movement in the LEDT 309 

triangles. Also since the gas levels observed in the Bromley and Redclyffe transformers are very low compared to 310 

typical values the diagnoses are not of concern to Transpower. 311 

 312 

 313 

 314 
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 316 
 317 

Figure 6. Dissolved gas concentrations at Bromley [a] and change in the horizontal magnetic component at 318 

Eyrewell [b] for the August 2018 geomagnetic storm. Time axis is in Coordinated Universal Time.  319 

 320 
 Figure 7. Low Energy Degradation Triangle for transformers at Bromley [a] and Redclyffe [b] during the August 321 

2018 geomagnetic storm. 322 

3.3 Four Small Storms 323 

Analysis of the four smaller storms found no correlation between increases in geomagnetic activity and the 324 

production of combustible gasses for all of the transformers studied. Figure 8 shows the gas concentrations for the 325 

transformer at Roxburgh during the February 2019 storm and no significant fluctuations were observed in the gas 326 

readings. Similar trends were observed for the remaining transformers for all of the smaller storms studied, and 327 

hence they are not presented. 328 
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 330 
 331 
Figure 8. Dissolved gas concentrations at Roxburgh [a] and [b] and the change in the horizontal magnetic 332 

component at Eyrewell [c] for the February 2019 geomagnetic storm. Time axis is in Coordinated Universal Time.  333 

3.4 Correlations 334 

3.4.1 Geomagnetic Disturbances 335 

In order to establish if there is a link between gas production and magnetic disturbances for the entire observation 336 

period, individual gas rates for all of the transformers studied were compared against the change in the horizontal 337 

magnetic field component with four-hour time resolution starting at 12:00 UTC at Eyrewell (dH/dt). Figure 9 shows 338 

the combustible gas rates (in ppm/hr) against the maximum change in the horizontal magnetic field over four hours 339 

on a logarithmic scale. As seen in the graphs, most of the data points lie where the gas production rates equal zero. 340 

Where the gas production rates are non-zero, most of the data points are spread symmetrically about the y-axis or 341 
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are located at the origin, indicating that a majority of the gassing associated with geomagnetic disturbances is due to 342 

noise in the dissolved gas measurements. 343 

  344 

Figure 10 shows the combustible gas rates against the mean change in the horizontal magnetic field over a four-hour 345 

period on a logarithmic scale. A similar trend, as seen in Figure 9, can be observed where a majority of the non-zero 346 

gas readings can be attributed to noise. From this analysis, it is apparent that geomagnetic disturbances show little 347 

correlation with gas production rates for the observation period. 348 

349 
Figure 9. Plot showing the relationship between the maximum change in horizontal component at Eyrewell 350 
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(max|dH/dT|) and combustible gas rates for all the transformers studied from 2016 to 2019. 351 

 352 
Figure 10. Plot showing the relationship between the mean change in horizontal component at Eyrewell 353 

(mean|dH/dT|) and combustible gas rates for all the transformers studied from 2016 to 2019. 354 

 355 

 356 

 357 

 358 

 359 

 360 

  361 
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4 Discussion and Conclusions 362 

This study analysed DGA measurements made across eight transformers in the New Zealand transformer network 363 

and compared them with magnetic field observations occurring during the time period from 2016 to 2019. The 364 

purpose was to establish if there was a link between the production of combustible gasses in a transformer and 365 

geomagnetic activity. Case studies were performed analysing dissolved gas measurements along with magnetic field 366 

observations for two large and four smaller storms. From all of these studies, no link was found between transformer 367 

gassing and geomagnetic activity for all the transformers studied.  368 

 369 

Analysis of the LEDTs of the transformers during these periods found that a majority of the transformers were 370 

operating within their normal region, with three transformers operating outside of the normal region at some point in 371 

the study. This deviation away from the normal region is unlikely to be caused by geomagnetic activity and was not 372 

of concern to Transpower. The author notes that the LEDT is not included in any standards for transformer condition 373 

monitoring and, therefore cannot be relied upon to make a formal diagnosis. Also, standardized methods that use gas 374 

ratios require the absolute levels of transformer gases to be above certain levels (Typical Gas Concentration, TGC) 375 

to be a valid diagnosis. The levels of gas in the transformers studied is considered to be low for standard ratio 376 

analysis. 377 

 378 

In order to establish if the production of gasses correlates with geomagnetic activity, the individual gas rates for the 379 

entire sample of eight transformers being studied are compared with the maximum and mean change in the magnetic 380 

field at Eyrewell for the entire observation period. This analysis showed no correlation between an increase in 381 

combustible gas concentration and geomagnetic activity.  382 

 383 

It is worth noting that the gas data being studied does not span the entire observation period for all the transformers. 384 

Furthermore, the transformers in the study were identified by Transpower to be producing abnormal concentrations 385 

of gas and, as such, could have been developing a fault well before the observation period.  386 

 387 

It is important to note that this study was limited by the availability of suitable data. The geomagnetic disturbances 388 

during the time period studied were small compared to previous events with the highest disturbance being recorded 389 

to have a magnitude of only around 40nT/min. Storms which are known to have caused damage to transformers in 390 

New Zealand have been recorded to have peak magnetic disturbances of up to 190nT/min (Rodger et al., 2017). The 391 

availability of DGA data has also limited the findings of the study as the transformers known to have experienced 392 

high amounts of GIC during geomagnetic disturbances have no DGA measurements.  393 

 394 

What is also worth mentioning is that the majority of the transformers studied in this paper were located on the 395 

North Island, with only three of the transformers being located in the South Island. The South Island is identified to 396 

have a higher susceptibility to GIC than the North due to its closer proximity to the poles (Mukhtar et al., 2020). 397 

Therefore, an area of further research would be to observe transformer gassing for more transformers in the South 398 

Island. Furthermore, the South Island also has a large range of GIC observations that could be utilised, which might 399 

provide additional insight. 400 

 401 

The implications of this research is that the production of combustible gasses in a power transformer is unlikely 402 

correlated to geomagnetic storms for the time period analysed. This echoes the findings by Lewis et al. (2022) which 403 

analysed power transformers in the United Kingdom and found similar results. Analysis of DGA data during more 404 

geomagnetically active periods in which transformer damage is known to have occurred may yield different results. 405 

 406 

Another area of research would be to expand this study to analyse periods of greater solar activity, as the magnetic 407 

field measurements made at Eyrewell were relatively quiet from 2016 to 2019 and suitable DGA data was not 408 

available outside of this time period. These periods of interest could include the November 2001 storm (Rodger et 409 

al., 2017), which was known to have caused damage to transformers in New Zealand.  410 
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